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Communication Design 
for Interactive Media II 
P3: Design for Mobile

Instructor: Aidan Rowe · aidan.rowe@ualberta.ca · 492-8591 · Office Hours: By Appointment

Background

Mobile App use has grown exponentially in parallel with a wider adoption of 

smart phones by the general public (see stats on left). As a result, designers are 

increasingly being asked to design not just for the web but also smart phones (in 

addition to tablet and other devices). While many of the design considerations 

and interface heuristics you learned in DES595 + 596 apply to the design for 

mobile devices, there are a whole new set of possibilities and issues that don’t 

exist with a desktop or laptop computer. Some of the major differences that an 

interface designer for these spaces must consider are:

• a smaller and variety of screens;

• alternative interfaces, such as a touchscreen or a tiny keyboard;

• general portability, allowing the user to perform powerful functions on the 

spot, not just in an office or at a desk;

• GPS, providing real-time information about the user’s location; 

• accelerometer, for detecting acceleration, rotation, tilt of the phone; 

• camera technology; and

• possibilities afforded by the confluence of numerous, once singular, specialised 

technologies being held in the same device.

Brief

Build a working prototype of an interactive iPhone App in Edge Animate. The 

App can either significantly improve upon an existing App or be your own 

unique creation, filling a gap in the App universe. A list of App possible directions 

and guidelines is provided on the next page to help you think about where you 

take this project. You do not have to develop the full App content, but you must 

create the illusion that the App could contain everything if, and once, the full 

content is entered.

Learning Objectives

• To develop an understanding of designing for mobile devices;

• To develop strategies for identifying design problems;

• To demonstrate your knowledge of interface design heuristics;

• To develop interfaces that are user-friendly and with clear information 

hierarchy on each page;

• To develop multiple navigation solutions that accommodate various audience 

specific or goal specific users (i.e. search alphabetically or by category);

• To further develop Edge Animate skills and experience.

Schedule

February 26

Project Assigned

March 03

3 Potential Concepts

March 05

Proposal Due

March 12 

Wireframe Due

March 19 

Paper Prototyping

March 26 

EA Wireframes

March 31

Mockups Due

April 09

Final Project Due

Mobile App Stats

iPhone Sales 2014

169, 022, 000 sold 1 

Number of Apps downloaded

85, 000, 000, 000 2 

iPhone Market Share (4Q14)

19.7% (up from 17.5% 4Q13) 3 

iPhone Sales 2007-14

590, 000, 000 sold 1

1. http://www.statista.com/
statistics/263401/global-Apple-
iphone-sales-since-3rd-quar-
ter-2007/ 

2. http://www.statista.com/
statistics/263794/number-of-
downloads-from-the-Apple-
App-store/

3. http://www.businessinsider.
com/android-and-ios-continue-
to-dominate-global-smart-
phone-market-2015-2
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App Possible Directions & Guidelines

1. Open Data

The idea that data should be free and available to use & re-use without restrictions 

of access, patent or copyright. Often linked to data from governments or public 

institutions in combination with users location and/or other mobile info. The city 

of Edmonton is really progressive in this regard. 

See: http://data.edmonton.ca/

2. Mobile Space 

Your prototype needs to take advantage of the unique possibilities and constraints 

of mobile space. It should not be a recreation of a fully functioning website that 

makes more sense in a traditional digital space. What are the unique situations 

and possibilities afforded by mobile space? What is unique about the possibilities 

afforded by mobile that is different than other technologies?

The App concept must be approved by the instructor.

Deliverables

• Proposal: Describing your concept, potential content and target audience. 

This should also include references to any primary and secondary research 

you have completed (1 page).

• Wireframe (~12 pages/screens): All text to appear on screen is determined, 

general location of buttons is determined, images or graphical elements are 

boxed out. Wireframes are usually black and white. They can be done on 

paper, in Illustrator/Photoshop or in Edge Animate.

• Paper Prototypes: Testing to be completed with participants.

• Edge Animate Wireframe: Wireframe of main screens to completed in EA.

• Mockups (~3-5): Identical to the wireframes but now with exact look and feel 

(colours, typeface, graphics, images, etc).

• Process Document: A document, PDF or blog, that documents your process 

and research for this project.

• Video: A video that uses screen capture and audio instructions to demonstrate 

how to use the app.

• Complete project: Edge Animate and support files on memory stick for final 

submission.

Unless specified otherwise in class, each deliverable will be presented to the 

class on the due dates provided on page one.

Evaluation criteria include, but are not limited to:

a) Quality of solution in relation to the project brief

b) Quality of technical components

c) Quality / quantity of class participation


